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SUMMARY

A $rture h de.rcribed for making norms.&pressure
teds of@ p/ate8 6 inches in diameter in which parikw-
[a+ care uxu taken to obtain A@? damping at the edge8.
Results are giren for 19 plate81 rangi~ in W&&m j%m
0.016 to 0.07fi inch. The center dejections and the
extreme--her 8tresses at low pressures were jound to agree
with theoretical ralues; the center d.g%ctbns at high
pressures were 4 to 1~ percqntgreuter than thetheoretical
~alues. Empirikl curres are derired of tb pressure for
the beginning of permanent 8et as afinction of the dimen-
M“W of the plate and the tem”te properties of the material.

INTRODUCTION

The normal-pressure tests of circular plates described
in this report are pmt of a prcgqam of teats of flat
plates under nomml pressure that has been carried on
at the National Bureau of %andmds for the Bureau
of Aeronautics, Navy Departnierit, since 1927. Tl+
program was originally intended to study only rectangu-
lar plates of dimensions and materials corresponding
to the plating used in the float bottoms and hull bot-
toms of seaplanes. The U&aata purpose of the teets
vi~s the derivation of a design formula or chart for
cskdating the thickness of bottom pMng required
to resist vmshboarding due to the impact pressure
upon lading on and taking off from rough water.

The pressure required-to produce washbarding was
determined in the Laboratory by normal-pressure tests
of a large number of rectangdar plates chmped at the
edges and of severaI plates of which the edges were
free to rotate throughout the ,twt. Results of these
teats will ba the subject of a subsequent paper.

A comparison of the observed &formations of the
rectangular plates with the deformations derived from
available theories showed both systematic and irregular
diierences. These dtierences were of snf%ient mag-
nitude to make impossible the derivation of a useful and
fairly general relation for the pressure at which vmsh-
boarding in such pIates would begome pronounced.
It was not possibIe to determine from the work on
rechmguIar plates alone to what degree the diRerences
were due to a failure to satisfy the theoretical edge
conditions and to what degree they were due to in-

completeness of the theory itself, especiedly in respec
to giving the stresses in the plate.

It was believed that more nearly ideal clamping con-
ditions could be obtained for circular plates. Further-
more, it was known that the theory of circular plates
with large deflections as developed by Way (reference 1)
would give a rigorous basis of comparison with the
measured streasm.

A careful study of the deformation of cirmdar plates
following Way’s theory in the elastic regio~ it was
felt, would lead to a better understanding of the mech-
anism of washboarding and might suggest a successful
approach to the tests on rectangular plates.

SPECIMENS

The tests included aeven materials as follows (see
ak.c table 1):

24S-RT alclad ehninum-dloy sheets 0.0406 to
0.0632 inch in thickness

17iYRT ahnninum+dloy sheets 0.0211 to 0.0723
inch in thickness

17S-T ahmi.num dOY sheets 0.0209 to 0.0627 inch
in t@ckness

Imw+trength aluminum-alloy sheet of unknown com-
position 0.015 inch in thiclpmss

24S-T dUJ&UIWtiOY sheds 0.0149 and 0.0184
inch in thickness

18:8 stainless-steel sheet 0.0199 inch in thickness
EH magnesium-alloy sheet 0.0411 inch in thickness
Ml plates had the same diameter for the cinder

periphery aIong which they were clgmped, that is, 5
inches. The individual plates were identti by letters
A to S. (See table l.)

Tensile properties were determined on coupons cut
both longitudinally and traneveraely from the sheet
from which the pIates had been cut. Pairs of %nch
Tuckerman optical strain gages were used to measure
the straina near the center of the tensile specimens.
Figures 1 to 7 show th9 resulting ~ensile st~train
curves. The yield strengths (0.002-offset method) ob-
tained from the stress-strain curves are given in table
1. OnIy the magnesium”aIIoy showed practically the
same tende properties in a longitudinal and a trans-
verse direotion. The longitudinal tensileyiddstmngths

i“26%”
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for the other materialswere from 10 to 26 percent higher
than the transveme tensile yield strengths.

TESTS

IX)ADfNG

In the design of the fixture for subjecting circular
plates tc normal pressure particular care was taken to
approach the ideal end conditions of rigid cIamping
along the periphery of the plate.

A sectional drawing of the fixture is shown in figure
8. A top view is given in figu~ 9. The plate speci-
men A (fig, 8) forma the top face of a chamber C to

.i- 1 I 1 . I
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FIGURE6,—TeoslleWwwt#dn ourvesof ‘MS-T slumlnumslloy uwd In pkttesP
andQ.

which oil pressure is appIied through the line D; a
dummy plate B of the same dimensions and of the same
material as the specimen forms the bottom face of the
ohamber. Plates A and B are clamped between the

Flaun 4.-Tendle hrm.etdn auvea of 17S-T&lomfnumSIIOYueedIn pities
L M, .mdN nndof low-etmngthslumlnumalloyosedin pltie O.

steel rings E and G and the spacer F by forms acting
through the 16 symmetrically ~laced clampiug bars H.
The symmetrical arrangement with two identical plates
A and B serves to minimize rotation about the circum-

.Yrmh .

Ftoonx 6.—Temslle~ curveOf18:8stdnlmdWI ox.d 10I)ISWR,

ference of the clamping ring E by the hydrostatic load.
An approximateIj uniform distribution of clamping
forc~ acting on the platw was obtained, in a peripheral
direction, by tightening each bolt I acting on the clwnp-
ing bara an approximately equaI amount and, in a
radiaI direction, by letting the clamping bars act cen-
trally through the crown of the clamping ringa E and G.
Metal shims K (figs. 8 and 10) twioe as thick as the test

_ .—
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Fmtm 9.—Top view of plateSshum.

plate were pIaced between the outer end of the clamping
bars and the reaction ring L to IeveI the bars H. A .”
series of concentric groov6s 0.01 inch deep and spaced
0.05 inch were cut in the contact surfaces of the clamping
rings E and G end the spacer F to prevent slipping of
the plates A and B.

An oYer-aII tiew of the test apparatus is given in
6gure 11. A hydrostatic pressure up to 600 pounds ~ ~
per square inch could be apphd to the pIate through
tube D by means of +hehand pump L. The pressure in. --..,- .-L.

Fmrmx 10.—Messuenlent of ●ktic mnstsnk of plate fixture.
I

the chamber C was measured from an independent
pressure line M by a standpipe Y for pmwues up to 1
pound per square inch; by the U-tube N for pressures
from 1 to 20 pounds per square inch, by the Bourdon-
tube gage V for pr-ur- from 20 to 100 pounds per
square inch, and by the Bourdon-tube gage W for prti ““
sums from 100 to 300 pounds per square inch. The
error in reading pressure was estimated as less t@m
0.01 pound per square inch in the case of the standpipe,
1sss than 0.1 pound per square inch in the case of the
U-tube, and less than 1 pound per square inch in the
Bourdon-tube gages V and W. .Approximate vaks of
pressure above 300 pounds per square inch were ob-

--
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tained from the Bourdon-tube gage X mounted on the.
hand pump.

The loading fixture was pwf-tested by subjecting a
pair of 0.06-inch aluminum-alloy plates to a preastie of
600 pounda per square inch, This pressure was suf-
ficient to “dish in” the plates far beyond the elastic
range; nevertheless, there was no sign of aIipping at-the
edge and there was only a negligible amount of leakage.
The pressure could be maintained with a small amount
of pumping after the creep due to yielding of the pIate
had beaome small.—.

FIGUREU.-PMe flxtllm,-p, andW@UEUmgf@&

If slipping is neglecte& the principal deviations from
the conditiou of an ideally clamped flat plate are pro-
bablydue to on~ of the following @Mtw

A, The setting up of initial tension (or compmse.ion)
in the plate during the clamping in the fiture.

B. The. rotation of the clamping rings E and G (@.
8) as caused by the bending moments set up at the pe-
riphery of the plate due to the normal pressure.

C. The contraction of the diametm of the clamping
rings by the membrane tension present in the plate
under load.

D. Deviations from ftatneasat no load.
The effeot of the &st three deviations from ideal

conditions on the center deflection of the plate iE dis-
cussed in appendixes A, B, and C snd, on the basis of
these &ou&aions, three “deviation indices” are derived
for the relative detition from ideal bahavior. Devia-

tions from flatness are discussed for the special case
of initial bowing into a spherical surface in apprndix D.

Effect A will cause a decrease in center deflection at
low loads (wO/h<< 1) given approximately by equation
(A7) k uppmlix A:

()Aw.—— =1 .833(1–pr)~:wemA
(l&l)

where
AWO=w,—WOO
w. center deflection with a uniform membrane tension

u~due to cknping
wOOcenter deflection for ideal clamping (u,=O)
E Young’s modulus of plate material
p Poisson’s ratio of filate material
a radius of plate
h thickness of plate

Effect A causes a decrease in centw deflection of an
ehstic circular membrane (that is, circular plate with
largo deffectiona before yielding) given approximntdy
by equation (A21):

()Awe _l—#ut a*——
% A –—2— E $ (lb)

that is, the effect dccreasea inversely with the squurc
of the center deflection.

Effect B will cause an increase in centw dcfkction
given approximately by equation (BJO)

where A is the rotation of cla’rrping ring duc to unit
moment per unit length of clarrping edge.

Effect C will cause an increase in center deflection.
If the plate behaves like an elastic mcmbran[’, this h~-
crease is given approximately by equation (C14)

where Kis the specific contract.iol~ of tlameter clue to
unit radial force per unit length along clamped edge.

Tkefkt “D will generally cause a change in center
deflection of the platk as an elastic membrane. It has
no effect on the deflection due to bending which prc-
dominaks in the Kirchhoff range (w~h < <1). If tho
plata is initially bowed into a spherical surface with
center deflection w~, the increase in deflection as an
elastic membrane (wO/h>> 1) is given approximately
by (D6)-..

()AWO 2 W[
/

2 w, w.
r 00 ~‘–3W.–– ZT x

(4)

Inikl bowing into a spherical surface wiIl have a small
effect on the deflection as an elasticmembrane, provided
that the initial center deflection is small compared with
the thickness of the plate. It is believed that this con-
dition waa satisfied by most of the plates tested. The
estimated initial center deflection is given in the last
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column of table 2. It was k than 10 percent of the
plate thickness except for pla@s K; M, O, P, and R.

The spring constants x and Kare characteristics of
the test fixture. They were determined experimen-
tally as described in appeudises B and C with the result

/ ?\

Substitution of these values in equations (2) and (3)

gave the vaIues of
($)B ‘d t%). “e’*

table 2. The effect on the center deflection is Iess than
1 percent in every case. It maybe concIuded that the
fixture provides a close approximation to rigid clamping.

Two methods were used for ocnnputing the relative
increase in center deflection (la) due to membrane
stressesset up by the chunping procedure. In the case
of plates with thickness above 0.04 inch, the deviation
(la) wsa computed as outlined in appendix A (discus-
sion of equation (A22)) from the initial slope of the de-
fleotion-messure curve and from the known value of X.

$’ ... --
-

~ .-,--- . . ;

~-- ------- ~. _____ ?

FImnx 12—Me-ment d dMectknd pie,tc.

,f Wereut procedure was applied for pIates of thickm.ss
less than O.O4inch because accurate values of initial
slope were not available. In the ca9e of these plates,
the effects B and C were neglected and (la) was taken
m the deviation from the theoretical deflection accord-
ing to Way’s theory for an ideally ckunped circular
plate (reference 1). The resulting deviations in tha
Kirchhoff range (wJh << 1) are shown in the third
column of table 2. They ranged from —48 pero~t to

50 percent. The deviation was less than 10 percent for
only 8 of the 19 plates tested. The formula indicated
an initial tension (AwJwJ~ <0 in 13 plates and an
initial compression (Au?~wo,) ~ >0 in 3 plates.

D~LEmlO~

The dbffeotion of the platea was measured reIative to ‘
the “strain-free” circular reference frame Al (@. 12)
by means of a dhd micrometer B1. The helical plunger

I 1 I

*

..— _

-.

Ratio, rja
FimxK It~ In she$e of defection enrw with ~ in tb e~k mwe.

Plate M: L O.(W?in.

spring was removed from the dial so th~t the force ou ., .- _-
the plate was littIe more than the weight of the plunger
and ball-pointed extension. The dhd was mounted so
that it could be Iocated along any diameter in steps of . -
% ~ch by rneaus of the circumferentially notched bar
H, in the V-notched support 1, and indexing rings G,

and G2. The outer ring Gz was supported on three
posts DI, El, FI that rested on steel balls whose sockets
cmstituted a point-line-phme support.

The amalIest subdivision on the dial gage indicated
fioiO inch Readings on a given pIate could be re- “ ~~=~
peated within this value. The error in reading caused -
by the fact that the support points of the reference
frame were at D,, E,, and F, (figs. 8 and 12), instsad

.—

of at the rim of the plat~ wee estimated by observing
the deflection oi the rim with increasing pressure. A
deflection of less than jfooo inch was observed on a “~~
0.050-inch alumhugdloy plate at a pressure of 300
pounds per square inch.

As the pressure increases, the shape of the deflected
surface changes from that typical of a heavy cl~ped .
pIate with zero slope at the edges to that character@tic
of a thin skin. This transition is brought out clearly
in the plot of &ure 13 giving the ratio of the measured

.,- -.

deflection to the center deflection for plate M at pres- “ “---
sures of 2 and of 30 pounds per square inch.

----

In the case of most of the circular plates tested only
the variation of center deflection with pressure was
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measured. After every second or third reading of At low loads the center deflection was found to in-
center deflection, the pressure WRSreduced ~ a IOW crease directly with the pressure; it incrcascd more
initial value and the permanent set at the center was sIowly aa the membrane stresses became importa]it
measured. Figures 14 to 20 show curves of totaI deflec- and it approached a linear variation with pressure as
tion and of permanent set at tie c~ter obtained in yielding .in the plate became pronounced. The per- ~
this manner for the 19 platea tested. manent set at the centerzincreased at an increasing

~Lf4d’m~”l ,joI Jy”; IJU&gEki
Pressure,@q iti. ‘- ‘-- “-- ‘-- - “- ‘-

FIGURE14.-NonnBl-p~ tea4sof 24&RT alclad alumlnumdoy PIMPSA, B, FIGURE16.—Nonnel-presinm baa or 17S-RT WndmmI-elIoy platm D, E, F,
and C. H, I, J, nnd K,
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rate and, except for plates O, P, Q, and R,-approached
a straight line that was nearly parallel to the asymptotic
straight line for the total deflection at high pressures.
The intersection of the first straight Iine with the
horizontal axis defies a pressure that has been sug-
gested by Mr. R. D. MacCart as a convenient measure
of yielding in the plate, This pressure is referred to
as the “MLVY yield pressure.” The permanent set
corresponding to this preesure was found to range from
0.002 to 0.009 inch. The Navy yield pressure was in
no case greater than the pressure corresponding to a

. permanent set of%, the diameter of the pIate (0.01 in.).
This pressure and the prmsure for a sett of %0 the

diameter (0.025 in.) are &o given in table 1. .

FIGCEt 7J.-StreJn nwssurementdon @ste M.

STRAIN

Surface straina were measured on the 0.032-inch
17S-T aluminum-alIoy pIate M with l-inch Tucker-
man strain gages placed directly on the surface of the
plate (fig. 21). The strain readings were corrected for
the apparent strain due ta bowing of the plate between

()11’
gage points by adding a term ~ ; where 1is the gage

length (1 in.) and T is the average radius of curvature
of the plata between gage points (obtained, from the
deflection curve of the pIate). A derivation of this
correction wiLlbe found on page 7 of reference 2.

F~e 22 shows the average radial strain over a
l-inch gage length at a point 1.5 inch= from the center
of the plate as a function of the pressure for a diameter
in the direction of rolling and a diameter at right angks
to that direction. The strain in the direction of rolling
was found to be consistently smaller than that across
the direction of roHing; the difkrence betweeg the two
reached about 5 percent at high preesures.

The surface strains shown in figure 22 me average
w-dues over a gage Iength of. I iqch, that is, over a

Iength that was 40 percent of the radius of the pIate.
Ikcal vahn.s of radial strain on another 0.032-inch
17S-T aluminum-alloy plat~ M’ were obtained withii _
the ekstic range by measuring average strains on

Fmcm i!2.-Oberved strainon pkte M under normal pressure. Avernss dlwS
over a I-Inch gags Iength.

overlapping gage lines and theri applying the relations
derived by Greenspan (reference 3) for determining a
function from a set of measured mean vahws of that
function.

.

FIGUKE!u.-EaclisI strsin fn liS-T slumlnumdoy plafc. Plate M’; k 0.U32In.,
top sorfaee.

Figure 23 shows the dutribution of radial surface
shin in the plate for a number of pressures within the
elastic rmge. The curves show that, with increasing

.—-. ..

pressure, the point of inflection marking the transition _ .“
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from tensile to compressive ‘strains moves taward the
edge of the plate.

Strains over a 0,l-inch gage length at the center of
the plati-on another 0.032-inch 17S-T plate M“ were
measured by a Meime transfer (reference 4) combined
with .a l-inch Tuckerman strain gage. The results are
shown in figure 24.

Figures 22 and 24 both show that the strain, like the
center deflection, increased at a decreasing rate as the
pressure was increased up to pressures sufficient to
cause considerable yielding of the material; from this
point on the strain increased more rapidly.

ANALYSIS

DEFLECTION

The shape of the curve into which an elastic plate is
deflected by normal pressure changea continuously as
the plate passes from a condition where practically ail
of the load is carried by bending to one where practicably

Fhessuw, lb/sqin
FIGUIE 24.-Radlul shah w @nler on O.10-inchmm length of17S-T rdnm!num

dIOY PktI?. Plate M“: h, 0.CC72b.L

all of the load is carried by membrane action. The
ratio wfljh of center deflection we to plate thickness h
can be used as a parameter to describe the change in
shape of the deflection curve. If w,/h <<1 the de-
flection is that for a Kirchhoff plate with chunped edgee
(see reference 5, p. 56)

(5)

while if ulJh> >1 the deflection is that for a ,thin skin
whose shape ‘is according to Hencky (reference 6), for
/h=o.3,

;= 1– 0.886& 0.088~-O.02U$-O.006$- . . . (6)

The deflection.curves corresponding to these two ax-
treme cases are shown in figure 13, together with ex-
perimental values for a plate without appreciable
permanent set at the ccmtir and with ratios w./h=
0.72, wJh=3,12.

There will be a further change in the almpeof the de-
flection curve as yielding becomes appreciable. If the
yielding is localized near the edge of the plate as in a
relatively thick plate (h/a> O.025), the shape of the

deflection curve will approach that of a plata with
freely supportd edges (see reference 5, p. 57)

~=1 – 1.245~+0.245$ (7)

In a very thin plati the yielding will quickly spread
over the entire plate, which will then tend to go into a
spherical surface like a membrane under constant t.c~-
sion. The shape of the deflection curve is given by

.“ ..l
(8)

Both these curves are shown in figqre 25 together with
experimental deflection curves for a thick 17S-T
aluminum-alloy plate (h/a= 0.0356, w,/h= 1.313) and
for a thin plate of the same material (h/tz=0,0128,
wO/h= 5.01). Most of the plates kted for the present

1.0

.8—

o
78 74 0 .4 e.8

I?otio,r ja
Fmunx 25.-SIMP of ddlmtioncorm with1- amountc4y!eldlng.

investigation approached the condition of a membrane
described by equation (8) as the pressurewas increased.

The relation between center deflection and pressure
for an elastic plate of medium thickness with chunped
edges has been investigated by approximate metlmds
by a number of authors. N&dai (reference 5, p. 297,
equation (57)) derived the relation

by solving the dtierential equation for a plate with
large deflection subjected to a nearly uniform prcasurc
distribution. Timoshenko (reference7,p.319, equation
(219)) derived

on the basis of an assumed radial displacement com-
bined with energy considerations, Federhofer (refer-
ence 8) derived
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from the ditlerential equation of the problem together
with a suitable assumption for the radkd distribution of
membrane tension. For ~=0.3 the coefficient of
(w,/h)s becomes 0.529, which is between the correspond-
ing vahws of equations (9) and (10). A procedure
analogous to F5ppl’s solntion (reference 9, p. 230) for
the center defleot.ion of a rectangular plate (appendk
E] giVCS

Boobnov (reference 10) solved the differential equa-
tion of a circular plate of medium thicknew with
clamped edges upon the assumption that the mem-
brane tension is constant throughout the plate. An
“ e..act” solution of the differential equation for a
circular platc with clamped edges was first obtained

FmrEE 26.-VarIotkm of elsstk-mnterdetlectlonwkh ~. ‘rwoIetlml :
ANW&eqnstkm (9). (SSOmferenm 5.)
B Tkmhmko, eqtin 00) (Seerefemnm7.)
C Federhofer, eqnstbn 01). (See reference8.)
D ExtensionOfF@II1’smetlw%eqnatbn(M). ($eem-w 9.]
E Bmbnor. (&e mfemnce10.)
F Extensfonof NAM%methd.
G way’s theory. (see IefmnmL)

by Way (reference 1). Way’s solution as weli as the
approximate solutions (9) to (12) and Boobnov’s solu-
tion =e shown graphidy in &we 26 for the sp~ial
case ~=0.3. The six curves differ from each other
by less than 6 pSrCeIlt. Observed values of center
deflection are shown as open points for pressures at
which the permanent set was less then 1/500 the diame-
ter of the plate and as solid points for greater preesures.

It is seen that the experimental deflections consis~
ently exceed the theoretical values by 4 to 12 percent
for pa4/Eh’>15. At low pressm the theoretical
curves and the experimental points are in agreanent.

STRESSES

The stresses in a circular plate with chmped edges
under normal pressure have been evahated fkom jhe
theory by Way (reference 1) for center deflections up
to 1.2 times the thickness of the plate. An extension
to greater values of wJ% seemed dtsirable since some
of the plates tested at the National Bureau of Standtiih
(for example, plate K) were stiUnearly ebistic, that is,
ahowed negligible permanent set, at w,/h=4. It was
decided, accordingly, to extend Way’s solution, but
this extension was not carried beyond w.)h= 1.5 be-
cause of the exces&e amount of computation in-
Vohwd.

It appeared necessary to resort to one of the approxi-
mate- theories cited in references 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in
order to estimate the str=es for wJh>.1 .5. Examina-
tion of these approxirhate theories showed that only
Iihdai’s appmxinmtc theory gave stressesin close agrec-

0 I 23 4
Lktl=fim ratio,walh
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—

.

;

—
-- --

FI!wRg z7.-Stresws Inaclrculsr tls.tplste xnocmsl sxwum by NMfls nwtbwl
(reference5).

ment with the vaIues given by Way’s theory. This
resuIt was to be expected since N4dai’s theory is the
onIy one of the approximate “theories that give9 a solu-
tion of the differential equation for a plate with large
deflections. It diiTers from Way’s schtion only in
assuming a convenient but not quite uniform pressure
distribution while Way solved for a strictly uniform
pr~ure.

The calculations by ~~dai’s theory were accordingly
extended to VdUeS of wa/h=4. (At WO/h=4, thc m-
resumedpressure deviated from its average vahe ~bout
25 percent at the center and about 5 percent at the
edge,) The resulting prcseure deflection curve is ~0~
as curve F in @re 26. It agrees with those given by .“
equations (9} and (12). The extmne-fiber bending

..——
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stressesand the median-fiber tensile stressesin a raclial
direction for the center of the plate and the edge of the..
plate me plotted against the center deflection in figure
27. It is evident from figure 27 that N&dai’sand Way’s
theories are in good agreement.

The plate with large deflection, just as the Kirchhoff
plate, is most highly stressed along the clamped edge
and the maximum radial stress is about threo times as
hirgo as the maximum stress at the center for wo/h=4.
The median-fiber tension at the center exceeds the
extreme-fiber bending stress for wo/h>2. At the edge
tho extreme-fiber bending stress is more than five times
as large as the median-fiber tension even for wJh=4.

Radial strains c,, calculated from the stressesaccord-
ing to Way’s theory and according to Nhdai’s theory
(fig. 27) by substitution in

6r=-&r-&)

where u, is the radial dress and UIthe tangentkd stress,
are com.pared with measured strains for pkt es M’ and
M’.’, in figures 23 and 24. The theoretical strains ex-
ceeded the observed strains for plate M’ and they were
less tham the observed strains for plate M“. The dif-
ferences may be. due to differences in clamping condi-
tions. Curves of center deiktion against prwsure
from which such differences could be estimated were
not obtained for these two plates because the strain
gagea interfered with measurement of the ccmtcr dc-
ffcction.

PERMANENT SET

Thccwctica] values for thepressureat which permanent
set at the center became noticeable were derived as
follows: It-was assumed that the beginning of perma-
nent set would be associated with yielding either along
the edge of the plate or at the center of the plate and
that this yielding could be computed from the theoreti-
cal stresses upon tho assumption of the von Misw-
Hmcky theory of plastic failure. According to this
theory (reference 11, p. 73) plastic action will begin
under the action of principaI stresses al, az, crawhen

(u,– u,)’+ (a,– U*)’+ (ua–cT,)*=2a: (13)

where aPis the stress at which pkwtic action begins in
simplc tension.

At tho edge of the plato

Ul=um,rz=uto=pu,e, ua=o (14)

where
r~e extreme-fiber stress in raclit-ddirection tIt M@ of

plate on concnve side
u~, oxtremo-fiber stress in trmgontial direction at rdge

of plate on concave side.

The WLIUCof CWmust be equal to Km,.since the tml-
gential strain (uti-pa,J/E is assumed to be zero for
perfect clamping, Substitution of equation (]4) in
equation (13) givrs, with ~= 0.3,

““=.*=-
It follows that

(15)

(ICJ)

According to figure 27, ~ $ is a<function of the ccntrr

deflection ratio wJh and hence, accorcliug to figure 26,

P a’ The rcsuhhga function of the preasurc ratio ~- ~

relatiQnbetween ~ $ and $$ is plottwl ns curve A.
to log-]og S’XdeSin &llTS 28, 29, and 30.

The theoretical pressure for yieIding a~ th~ ccnh)r ‘-
may bo computed in an analogous rnanncr. Thr
principal stresses in tho phmc of the plate arc equal at
the center so that equation (14) should bc rephtcrd by

~~= u~o,CZ=u~o,”(73= O (17)
where r,. is the extreme-fiber stress in a rtulinldiroctio]l
at the center of the plate, on tho convex side, Sub-
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#$
SWJEE ao.-Eekffon betmerr~ ~ and ~; fcr rresore at set2vPM.

stitution of equation (17) in (13) gives, in phce of
equations (15) and (16)

ffr#=u#
2gaz (18)

~ g=f~2

The corresponding relation between &$- and ~ ;

is shown as curve B in @ures 28, 29, and 30.
A comparison with the experimental yield pressures

given in table 1 was made as follows: The stress uX,
that is, the streea at which plastic action begins in ten-
sion, was replaced by the average of the conventionrd
tensile yield strength in a longitudinal direction and in
a transverse direction (table 1). The pressure for the
beginnhg of pkstic action”was replaced by the Navy
yield pressure in @e 28, by the pressure for a set at
the center of 1/500 the dimneter iu &u-e 29, and by the
pressure for a set at the center of 1/200 the diameter in
figure 30.

The observed points for the eight 17S-RT plates fti
closeIy on a single straight line. If the observed po~ts

for the other plates tested are dsa included, they may
dl be represented approximately by a straight line C
that lies between the theoretical curves for yielding at
the edge (curve A) and yielding at the cedar (curve B).
Examination of @res 28 @J30 shows that for values.
of a@ /lZh*up to 80 the line C gives the measured Navy
yield pressures within +43 percent, the pressure for a
set at the center of 2a/500 within +34 percent, and the
pressure for a set at tie center of 2a/200 within +42
percent.

A larger scatter was found for the very thin pIates
(a, a’/Eh’>8O) in which the initial tension due to clamp-
ing and the deviation from pexfect flatness are likely to
be Iargest. A hirge scatter is to be expected because of
the use of the tensile yieId strength as the parameter
characterizing the beginning of plastic action of the
material in the plate. This remdt leads to a particu-
larly large error in the caee of the aklad mat.erkd, in
which yielding on the surface of the plate may take
place at relatively low pressure, although the “averag&’
yield strength as determined by the tensile test maybe
relatively high. This view is supported by a compari-
son of %.siIe yield stmngtbs and prwmrea for yielding
(table 1) for the 24S-RT slclad plattwand the 17S-RT
aluminum-alloy plates. The tensile yield sk.@hs of
the 17S-RT material are about 9 percent lower than.
those of the 24S-RT aIclad material and yet the 17S-
RT plates have yield pressures that exceed those for
the 24S-RT alclad platea by amounts up to 22 percent.

Another dcmript.ion ofi the experimental data in
@urw 28 ta 30 was obkined by making use of the
experimental result. (figs. 31 to 33) that the yiekhng
began when the center deflection of the plate reached
a value which was roughly independent of the thiclm-
and of the material of the plate. This vt&e was
about 0.11 inch for the Navy yield pressure (fig. 31),
about 0.12 inch for the pressure corresponding to a set

of 1/500 the diameter (fig. 32), and about 0.14 inch for
a set of 1/200 the diameter (fig. 33).
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‘The foregoing experimental result may be mathe-
matically expre+wd by saying that yielding began when
the ratio

‘we
~= const (19)

Examination of figure 27 indicated that a relation of
this type should hoId approximately at large center
deflections both if the yielding is assumed to begin
when the median-fiber strain at the center reaches a
critical value and when the extreme-fiber bending strain
ot the edge reaches a critical value.

A relation between yieIdMg pressure and plate thick-
ness may be obtained by inserting equation (19) in
the relation between pressure and center deflection.
This center-deflection relation is, according kr equa-
l.ions (9) to (12), of the general type

where kl and kz are constants. Elimination of W, from
(19) and (2o) gives the desired relution

f=’’(:)+’’(:) (21)

where ks and kl are ttgninconstants. A determination
of these constants by least squares to give the best fit
to the observed values of p/E gave

For Navy yieId pressure

10’i=lo’3(100:)+0274(’04)’22)
For pressure at set=2u/500

For pressure ut seL=2a/200

Equations (22) to (24) are shown tqgether with the
observed points in figures 34 to 36. The scatbr is of

..----

,

—.- -—

the same order as that for the moro rational curves
given in figures 28 b 30,

The principal difference between straight lines C in
figures 28 to 30 and the empirical rclrttions.(22) to
(24) is that the empirical relations do not invoIvc the
yielcLst.rengthof the material. Their applicability to
the present series of plates is exp]aincd by the ftirt
that the strain defined by @#ial,/~is roughly constun[,
about 0.005, for the materials investigated (table 1).
The scatter is reduced if the points for pkhw O and S,
which htid values of UH:,IJEof about 0.004, are omitted.
It is safer to use the straight lines C (figs. 28 h 30) in
the cases.where a,,,,J.E differs greatly from 0.005.”

The pointa for pkks H, M, O, P, Q, and R thaLhod .
deviation indims greater than 20 pmecnt according to
table .2 are labeled in figures 28 ta 36 for comptwison
with the points for the rest of the plates. It wilf bc
noticed that the scatter of pbinte about a common ,
curve \vouIdhave been reduced by leaving these points
DULof consi~erat.ion. .“

.

..... APPENDIX A

DEVIATIONFROM IDEALCLAMPINGDUETO lNITIAL
TENSION(OR COMPRESS1ON)IN PLATE

The plate may be in a state of initial trnsion or mn]-
pression due to the ckmping procedure or due to dif-
ferential expansion as the result of temperaturechanges.

Initial timsion will lower the. deflection of the plntc
in the Kirehkff range, that is, at aufficicntIy Iow
loads to make wJh>> 1, by an amount that may k
estimated from Ntklai’s annlysis of a plnta undm 1101’ItIIIl

pressure p and under a uniform compre~ion of n units
of force per unit length of circumference. The detlcc-
tion nt n point tt distance r from the center of such a
plate is, according ta Nhdtii (reference 5, p. 255),

pa, ,2,{0,7-J.(4, ,+;] (A,,
‘=4X? cia ,(aa)
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“*

where
p normal pressure
c? n/N
IVfle..ud rigidity of phate[lZhg/12(1-#)] .
E l“oung’s mdulus of plate material
P Poisson’s ratio of pIate materiel
h thickn- of plate
and Jo and JI are BesseI functions of the fi=t hd
given by the series expansions

Substituting *

(A4)

where a’ is the initial membrane stress, in (Al) and
cmrying out the series expansions (A2) and (A3) leads
to the following approximate expression for the defect-
ion in the Kirchhoff region

“=H(’-3-%’1-12$+’S-’31“5’
‘l%e center deflection is

“-(”)=%(+$)(A6)

lf w., denotes the center defkotion in the ideally
clumped plate (n= O) the relative increase in cetiter
deflection due to initial tension is given by

The relative increase in radi~l bending moment at
the edge of the plate due to the tension n may be cal-
culated from (A5) as follows: The radkd bending mo-
ment at any point in the pIate is (reference

f
SW P dw

Wlr(f)
)

=–ii ~-+-~

Substituting (A5) iu this equation gives:

[
fl nfz2 ‘

nzr(r)=-g –4(1+/L)+4(3+P17-~
1- _2

5, p. 57)

(M!)

-t- )

The radicd bending moment at the edgy is

and the relative increase in radial bending moment over
the bending moment mz, for an ideally clamped plate
(n= 0) becomes

The effeot of the initial tension u, in decreasing the
center deflection M high pressure for which the plate

approach= the condition of a circuhtr membrane is
given approximately by substituting r, in (C4). —-

2

w’=%
.. (AIz)

where
u= Um+Uf (A13) ‘- --

is the membrane stres in the plate at the deflecti~n
considered, consisting of the membrane stress a= due
to the deflection w, at. the center and the initial tension
u,. The relative increase in center deflection over a _ _”’ -
membrane with zero inithd tension is then given by

Awe_u.— u u.— (ff=+uJ— _—=
w~~ o- (A14)aw+ Ug .

An approximate rtie for the membrane tension u- is
obtained by considering the membrane to deflect into
a spherical surface. This surface coi&ides, for ratios ‘_
w~a << I, with the parabolic surface

(A15)

The bo~-ing will set up an average tensile strain -.—

(
1’

~w=- (ds-dr] =:
s

—.
fr, ‘i~d~-dr) ‘

r-o. r-a

1
.—

2a N )
‘ ‘~ ‘dr=- ;~ (A16) :... ‘“

r-o .

This stmin corresponds to an average tensik stress .-

2Ew).5’
‘“=3 I–P a=

In particuhm
2 h’ IF.”——

‘*=3 l–p a’

(Al 7)

(A 1s)

so hat

‘==”(3’=++%9“i’”
Substitution of this expression in equation (A14), as--
suming that (AwJu?J << 1, gives an equation tl.al
may be solved for AWJW,.with the foIlowing result.:

Awo ml—_
w~. ‘—3T, LKO) -

Substitution of (A18) in (AZOj gives

The rehtive efkt of the initial tension on the center
deflection decreases with the invwse square of the
center deflection.

An e9timate of n=uh was obtained from- the oL2- -.
served initial sIo”peWalpof the curve of center deflection
against pressure upon the assumption that’ this sIope
would be equal to that for an ideally cknped plate ex-
cept for the correction due to rotation of the clamping .-,._

-.
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edges and due to the initial kmsion. The initkd tention
per unit length n is then from (B16)

4 4XiV 64N w.
9

n=: l+—-––—— –a4 p a’ (A22)

where w.fp denotes the measured initial slope of the
curve of center deflection against pressure.

The values of n derived from (A22) were substituted
in (A7) to give the deviation indices (AWO/WOO)Athat
are list@ in tabIe 2.

APPENDIX B

DEVIATION FROM IDEAL CLAMPING DUE TO ROTATION
OF CLAMPING RING.

Rotation of the clamping rings E fl have the grea~
est percentage effect on the deformation of the plate
at low loads for which the Kmhhoff theory hokls.
The effect becomes negligible as the p~ati approaches
the condition of a membrane at high pressures.

The deflection w(r) of a circular plate chunped in
torsionally elastit edges may be considered as the
resultant

W= WI+W2 (Bl)

of the deflection w of a pIate with rigidly clamped
edges (reference 5.,pp. 56–57)

(332)

and of a plate with simply supported edges

~(r) ‘64~ff+~) [(5+p)a4–2(3+.) aW+(l+~)#]

(133)
where
PI partial pressure required to produce deflection WI
p2partial prwunn-erequired to produce deflection w
p totfd pressure (p,+ p,)

. The pressurep, will produce a radial bending moment
m=per unit Iength of clamping edge:

ma=?%(a) ==~2 ----
which will cause a rotation of the clamping ring

“(w

(B5)

where x is the rotation of clamping ring (radians) due
to unit moment per unit length of clamping edge

The rotation of the clamping ring (B5) must be equal
to the sIope of the plate at the clamping edge, which is
from (Bl) and (B3)

1 pdw’(;) = W’l(fz)+ w’j(a) = w’3(a)= ---~ (B6)

whexe p~es denote differentiation with r-pect to r.
Setting this expression equal to (B5) gives

(B7)

The center deflection becomes with (B2) and (B3~

Wo=w(o) =W,(o)[l +(~+:)q , (B8)

The center deflection woo for rigid clamping follows
from @k3) with k=O. The reIative increase in center
deflection for a given total pressure p=p, +pi is, there-
fore,

4MV

for sufficiently small valuca of A
(+<< 1)’ ‘“s ex-

pression is approximately

(-)Awe 4~ h?iha
‘—=:? (1–~2)a-wee B a (B I())

The bending moment at the edge is from (B4) and
(B7)

--$(%%)y’.m.=-

T_ Pa
8 1-

(1+~)MV/a
1+(1 +LJ AAr/aI(J311

and the relative increase in bending moment over [hc
moment m., for rigid chunping (X= O) is

(%99=-dwK%031?)
or for XlV/a<< 1

(B13)

The spring constant x was dctcrmimxl cxprrimcntally
m follows. A pair of rclati~ely thick aluminum-ahy
plates (h= 0.0627 in,) were clamped in the tceLllxturc.
A set of small prisms (M, fig 10) wem then fastened to
the clamping ring to measure the rotation of the clamp-
ing rigg out of a horizontal plane, by means of a Tuckcr-
man autocollirnator. ~ormal pressure was applied to
the plate and both the rotation w’. of tho prisms mld
the center deflection w. of the plato were mc.asurcdat a
number of pressures p. The resulting values wmo
found to increase linearly with the pressure w that a
straight_line could be drawn through the points. The
slopes wJp and w’Jp of these two straight lines wmc
used to determine k as follows:

If it @ assumed that the pla$e behaves like a rigidly
ckunped Kirchhotl plate except for a uniform initial
tension n and a rotation of tho cncl clamps, the dope
of the curve of ce.ntcr deflection against pressure is
given by

w~= w..+ (Aw.)A+ (@)B

P P

‘%[1+(%9.+(89.1“14’
where (AwO/waO)~ denotes the deviation for initial kn-

-.
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sion (A7) and (Ate,/wJ~ the”deviation for rotation of
the clamping rings @lO). Substituting these devia-
tions together with the center deflection for the chimped
plate (see B2) ●

4
——

W“”–6RIN
(B15)

gjves

for the initial sIope of the curve of center deflection
against pressure. The initiaI slope of the curve for
rotation of the clamping ringa against presmre is given
by

w’= w’(a) Am.—= — .-
PPP

(B17)

where m= ia the radid betiding moment at the edge of
the pIate. This expresion may be written in analogy
to equation (B14) as

wh&e (ihafmae)4 is the dative increase in edge bending
moment due b initial tension given by equation (Al 1),
and (Am&,)~ is the reIative increase dw to rotdion of
the edges given by equation (B12). Substituting these
VdUW in (B18) ghll

Wfe ?ona --I —–(H#@9)– ––y l+&(13+3P)n;2
PP

Elhnination of n from equations (B16) and (B19) gives
the following equation for k

Wta 67+7P—.—
Y

~+*(13+3#)(1 –*)+T -Z-
P .,

(g~o)

Measurements for phd..e0 gave

~=0.00250 cu in.flb and ~= –lO-T sq in./Ib

Substitution of these vahs, together with the con-
stants a=2.5 inches; h= O.0627 inch; JI7=1O.5X1O*
pounds per square inch; gnd P= 1/3 in equation (1320)
and solving for Agave

h=l.3x10-7(lb-’)

APPENDIX C

DEVIATION FROM IDEAL CLAMPING DUE TO RADIAL
CONTRACTION OF CLAMP~”G RING

The clamping ring will contract under the action of
the membrane &ion set up in the plate at high pre-
sures, and this contraction will reduce the tension in
the plate and wiJIincrease the center dektion cmre-
spcnding to a given pressure.

An approximate edimat.e of this effect was obtained
by repIacing the plate by a membrane under uniform
tension, which bulges inta a spherical surface with

center deflection w- The deflection of the membrane
at a distance r from the center is then

(cl) “--

The curvature of the membrane is

For equilibrium between the uniform tensile stress r in
the pIate and the extermd pr=ure p (reference 12,
p. 511)

so that the center deflection is given

_paz

“-4TU
The membrane stress will cause an

of the chunping ring given by

a@—a= a~uh

(C3) -

by

(C4)

elastic contraction

(C5)

where K is the spedic cmtraction clong the diameter
of the membrane due to unit radial tension per unit
Iength of chmping edge.

The center deflection w,Ofor an ideaUy clamped pIate
of thickn& h and of radius a, subjected to pressure p
is, according ta equation (C4),

(C6)

The correction in center deflection is, therefore,
#

–---’=(3’69-’Awe_ w.
woo woe (C7)

The membrane stress u is related to the membrsne —
Shill by

m “J
(C8)

The vahe of e is given by correcting equation \A161
for the change in strain KhU due to contraction of the
damping ring

(&) “
Substituting (C9) in (C8) and salving for a gives

(Clo)

The stress UOfor a rigidly clamped phte is derived from .... ...
(C1O) by making K=O. It foIlowa that

%=(l+i%oeiw’‘c]’)
The ratio a/a@is, from (C5),

a[ao= 1-Au (C12)
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Substituting (Cll) and (C12) in (C’7), expanding, and
neglecting terms that are small of higher order gives

(C13)

The last term on the right is negligible compared with
the tit term since u< <1? so that, in first approxima-
tion,

(C14)

An experimental estimak-of ~was obtained as fol-
lows: A pair of relatively thin plates (h= O.0209 in.)
was clamped in the fixtiire. The oenter deflection w.
of the plate was then meaeured as a function of the
normal pressure ih a range where the plate “approxi-
mated a taut membrane (1.G>10h, permanent set at
center greater than 4h). The values of W. thus ob-
tained were substituted in (C4) to estimate the mem-
brane stress u. The contraction in diameter 2ao—2a of
the clamping ring due to this membrane stress was
measured by a Tuckerman strain gage (T, fig. 10) with
a 5-inoh gage length. Substitution of the measured
values of se-a and of u in (C5) gave six values of K

ranging from 1.9 x 10-E to 2.2X 10-6 inch-pound, An
average value ~= 2X 10-S inch-pound, was substituted
in (C14) to obtain the deviation indices (AwJwJ
given in table 2.

APPENDIX D

EFFECTOF lNITIALBOWING ON CENTER
OF CIRCULARMEMBRANE

DEFLECTION

b% it be assumed that a membrane of radius a is
bowed into a spherical surfaoe with center deflection W{
at no load, The increase w, in oenter deflection due to
a normal pressure p is then approximately, according
to equation (A12),

(“1)

where u is the tensilestress ccnmqxmding to the strainc
required to produce the center deflection WO. According
to equation (A16),

Tli4 stress corresponding to this strain will he

EE–--’-W1+2%1‘“3)‘=l--p31 —#az

Substitution of equation (D3) in (D 1) m-l solution for
W*gives

[

3(1–/J)pz’ 1 ‘~
W*C —m8

1
1+22

(“4)

The corresponding oenter deflection w,, for art initiaIly
flat membrane would be, with Wf= O,

(D5)

and the increase in center deffcotion due to bowing is

–=—=(’+23-’”-’-:%‘“’)
Awe ‘loo-woo

W** W*O

Initial bowing into a spherical surface cabs a decrease
in center deflection inversely proportional to the center
deilec~on due to the load and directly proportional 10
the initial bowing at the center.

APPENDIX E

APPROXIMATE RELATION BETWEEN CENTER DE-
FLECTION AND PRESSURE (FOLLOWING ~PPL’S
PROCEDURE)

F6ppl (reference 9, p, 231) derived an approximate
relation between center deflection and pressure for a
square plate of medium thickness by assuming that thr
bending of the plati was proportional to that given by
Kirchhoff’s theory while the extension was proportional
to that for a membrane, Lso that the total prmsurc p
was the sum of the pressurepk resisted by bending and
the pressure pl carried by membrano action

Applying this procedure to a circular plate gives for the
deflection as a Kirchhoff plate (reference 5, p. 56)

(E2)

The center deflection for a circular membrane is, ac-
cording to Hencky (reference 6), for p= 0.3,

Solving equations (E2) and (E3) for pa and p,, respec-
tively, and substituting in (El) leads to the desired
relation
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